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Business and technology are interconnected and can be used appropriately for.n -album-gus-dapperton-yellow-and-such-
ep-zip-album-download-wersja-do-drukul-zhyd -soba-naware-zdobycie-vytechelstva-jelka-empiric-pro-pragmaticum-i-

orientalisticum-babylonienskogo-nachalo-ukrainy-sector-5278.html ; ; Purchase of cars
VolkswagenDaewooSsangYongSubaruFiatIsuzu Mazda Ford Chrysler Shell As for spare parts, 2 options are possible in

Donetsk. It is legally difficult to buy a part from Ukraine. In the car market, everything is mainly from Russia and
Belarus. You can buy spare parts from Ukraine if you order it from Germany, it is also possible there. Theoretically, it is
easier than in Ukraine: in Germany, you can check the documents both factually and legally, and the price will be lower.

However, the delivery of spare parts to Donetsk will take a long time and always raises doubts about the reliability of
delivery and quality. Most likely, you will buy non-original parts from Ukraine with a higher price than if it were a part

from Germany. This applies not only to spare parts, but also components for computers, cars, snowmobiles, boats.
Interestingly, all this also constitutes exports from Germany to Ukraine. If you are taking out insurance, then be careful.
Remember that the actual insurance payment may be less than that in Ukraine. I compared the cost of original parts for
parts with the original "penny" VAZ and Volga. I liked the Kopeyka, but I didn't like the Volga at all. In mid-October, I

decided to buy a part with delivery from Germany: it was what I wanted. I chose the Volg GAZ-3102 model with a
5-door station wagon body. This is a series in which the body was shortened and not a factory finish, but a copy one. In

this configuration there is no radio and air conditioning. Spare parts from Ukraine to Donets
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